Anchor rodes

The Ideaal
If you were starting from scratch
h to create th
he ideal anch
hor rode, wh
hat propertiees would it haave?
We'd suggest the following.
1. It wou
uld be strongg, to hold your boat secu
urely in place
e.
2. It wou
uld be elasticc, to reduce the load on your boat's cleats.
3. It wou
uld be lightw
weight, so it wouldn't
w
affeect the boat's performan
nce or be diffficult to weiggh.
4. It wou
uld pull horizzontally on the anchor sh
hank, to ensu
ure maximum
m holding po
ower.
5. It wou
uld be compaatible with mechanical
m
hoisting syste
ems like wind
dlasses, as well as being self‐
stowing.
uld be abrasiion resistantt, to withstan
nd rough botttoms like co
oral.
6. It wou
7. It wou
uld be afford
dable.
The Reality
prisingly, theere is no one combination
n of all seven
n attributes that
t
does the job for all boaters.
b
Not surp
Each ancchor rode is a compromise of qualitiees, that need
d to be choseen for the type of boating you
do. Inlan
nd boaters will
w have dram
matically diffferent needss from coastaal and offsho
ore boaters.
Scope
Scope iss defined as the
t ratio of water
w
depth (plus freebo
oard) to anch
hor line paid out. Most an
nchoring
texts and anchor maanufacturers agree that a scope of 7:1 achieves th
he anchor's d
designed holding
power, and
a more sco
ope is betterr than less.
In theory, 7:1 scope is great, butt at a crowdeed anchorage
e most cruiseers scoff at the idea of paaying
out morre than 3:1 or 4:1 —theree just Isn't much
m
space in
n which theirr boats can swing. Any re
eduction
in scopee, of course, must be mad
de up for by using larger anchors and
d/or larger ch
hain.
Mixed ro
ode
A comprromise solution to ancho
or rode idealss is to use a short length of chain (6‐3
30') connectted to
the anch
hor, with a lo
ong length off three stran
nd nylon line connected to
t the chain. This combin
nation
satisfies nearly all th
he requiremeents above, except
e
that itt is not abrassion resistan
nt over its entire
length and long scop
pe must be used
u
to keep the pull on the
t anchor shank
s
horizontal. Nylon iss used
becausee it is naturally elastic. Itss stretch redu
uces peak loads on the anchor and yo
our boat.

One mytth we'd like to
t dispel is that a boat leength of chaiin will keep the
t pull on an anchor shaank
parallel to the botto
om. This is un
nfortunately not the case
e, since even a 15 knot w
wind will lift short
s
lengths of chain cleaar off the botttom. Yes, it is better to use
u chain bu
ut, no, it isn'tt effective ass
windspeeeds increasee. Its primaryy mission is to
t handle the
e chafe from
m rough botto
oms that would
otherwisse abrade th
he soft nylon line.
n Rode
All Chain
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Larger boats
b
with wiindlasses gen
nerally use all‐chain
a
rode
e. This reducces the need for long scope
(except in shallow water)
w
becausse the chain is heavy and
d lies on the bottom until severe conditions
are enco
ountered, wh
hen more sco
ope may havve to be let out.
o Since chain has very little elasticity, care
should be
b taken to not
n allow thee chain to become "bar tight" in high winds by ussing a snubbe
er made
of nylon
n line.
The penalty for usingg all‐chain ro
ode is weightt, expense, and
a the neceessity of using a windlass. A
windlasss and all‐chain rode may add 300‐600
0 pounds in the
t bow and
d can adverseely affect the
e
perform
mance of your boat. Modeern lightweigght cruising boats
b
will probably not b
be willing to suffer
the redu
uction in speed and increease in pitchiing that this weight entails.
t pockets of the chainw
wheel. Mixed rodes
Chain works well witth windlassees, since its links engage the
ndlass, since the rope doe
es not self‐taail like chain does.
are more difficult to use in a win
weight, yet ab
brasion‐resistant solution
n
A lightw
A promising solution
n is to use a windlass
w
with a rope/chaain wildcat and moderatee lengths of chain.
s
b many cruisers who waant to have both
by
b
securityy and reduce
ed
This has been used successfully
nd boat, you
u might use 60'
6 to 100' off 5/16" HT ch
hain, spliced to 250'
weight. On a typical 20,000 poun
3
nylo
on anchor lin
ne. This can be
b weighed by
b a windlass equipped w
with a rope‐cchain
of 5/8" 3‐strand
gypsy fro
om Lewmar,, Simpson‐Laawrence, or Maxwell.
M
Greater lengths of chain will be needed
n
wheere coral is fo
ound. A special rode migh
ht be used, or
o you
onnect two leengths of chain togetherr without saccrificing stren
ngth.
can use a double cleevis link to co
n which is co
ompact enou
ugh to pass th
hrough the d
deck pipe intto the
This is a connecting link for chain
anchor locker.

But is a rope‐chain splice
s
safe?
ble informattion on the seecurity of the rope‐chain
n splice.
For seveeral years, wee have tried to find reliab
In generral, vendors who
w did not have a rope‐chain gypsyy told us thatt it was no go
ood, and ran
n
contraryy to all cordaage industry guidelines.
g
S
Simpson
Law
wrence, on th
he other hand
d, said that they
t
knew off no failures resulting
r
from the splice. Sensing a marketing
m
ratther than an engineeringg debate,
we electted to test th
he strength of
o the splice ourselves. Using
U
New En
ngland Ropess' 3‐strand nylon
line, and
d ACCO proo
of coil chain, we created 15
1 short sam
mples of anch
hor rode. Theese were sen
nt to
New Enggland Ropes for destructtive pull testiing. The resu
ults, while baased on new rope and ch
hain and
a small sample
s
size, gave us greaat confidencee in the secu
urity of this method
m
of joining rope to
o chain.
When sp
plicing 5/8" line to 5/16" chaln,87.7%
% of the breaaking strengtth of the line alone was retained
(an averrage of 10,69
95 lbs.). Wheen using 1/2"" line and 1/4
4" chain, 79.2% of the strength of the
e line
was retaained (5,937 lbs.). While we would haave preferred to have 10
00% of the sttrength of the
original line, we thin
nk that the sttrength redu
uction which we observed
d was reason
nable. We also
noticed that each lin
nk of chain and each shacckle in the asssemblies waas stretched and distorte
ed,
indicatin
ng that each was near faiilure.
What sizze do I need??
As a gen
neral guide, for
f winds up to 30 knots,, we recomm
mend the following ancho
or line and ch
hain
diameteers, using thrree‐strand, high quality liine. This tablle assumes an
a 8:1 workin
ng load ratio.

OA:
Boat LO

3 Strand:

Chain:
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Up to 25'
27‐31'
32‐36'
37‐44'
45‐50'
51‐62'
63‐76'
77‐90'

3/8"
7/16"
1/2"
9/16"
5/8"
3/4"
7/8"
1"

3/16" PC
1/4" PC
1/4" PC
5/16"PC/BBB
5/16"PC/BBB
3/8" PC/BBB
3/8" HT
1/2" HT

Conclusion
In inland, coastal, and performance cruising applications, boaters should use a combination of nylon
line and galvanized chain For serious cruisers, all‐chain rode is a better solution. The tradeoff is one
of weight vs. abrasion resistance.
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Marine Chain
What It Does
Chain has several applications on boats, the most common being a component in anchor rode.
Because it is supple, abrasion resistant, strong, and relatively inexpensive, it is used in almost all
anchoring and mooring systems. It is also used as an abrasion‐resistant link in permanent dock lines,
placed between the eye splice and cleat or ring at the dock.
How It Works
Chain is made from a variety of steel alloys, and is galvanized for corrosion resistance in the wet and
salty marine environment. It has a number of properties that make it handy in boating applications.
1. It is flexible, like line or wire, so it can be stored compactly and it conforms to contours.
2. It is relatively strong, so it can withstand lots of tension before breaking.
3. It is highly abrasion resistant since it is made from steel.
5. It is heavy, which helps anchor holding power by pulling the anchors parallel to the bottom.
What to Look For
Chain is made to a standard, so its strength, size, and properties are very similar within a given grade
and size. But there are differences, and you should examine the following criteria:
Country of origin:
We have found that domestic chain is manufactured more consistently and has better galvanizing
than imported chain. We sell ACCO chain, which is consistently high quality and hot‐dip galvanized,
which is best.
Matching your gypsy or chainwheel:
The one time that chain must be precise in its dimensions is when you haul it with a gypsy. Chain
varies in dimension between grades (High Test is smaller than Proof Coil),and even between manu‐
facturers. If you are not using a gypsy, then the exact dimensions of the chain are not critical. Many
windlass manufacturers specify the chain compatibility using ACCO chain, which is another reason
that we sell it.
Chain Grade:
Grade refers to the strength of the steel, and shape of the links of chain. The most common grade of
chain in boating is Proof Coll galvanized chain. Proof Coil chain is made from low carbon steel and has
relatively long links compared to other grades. It is also known as Grade 28 or Grade 30. Its ultimate
strength is four times the working load limit. Probably 90% of our customers use Proof Coil chain
since it is strong and affordable.
BBB chain is made from the same steel as Proof
Coil, but has a shorter link dimension and works better in windlasses. Another way of saying this is
that BBB chain has more links per foot of chain. Cruisers who use all‐chain rode and powerboat
skippers who want to use a dual‐direction windlass will often specify BBB chain.
High Test chain is made from high carbon steel and has greater strength and abrasion resistance than
proof coil or BBB. It is also known as Grade 40 or 43 chain. Its ultimate strength is three times the
working load limit. For those boaters who want to reduce the weight in the bow, High Test chain will
allow you to reduce the chain size by at least one size with no loss of strength and a 30% weight
savings.
While stronger grades are available, they are infrequently used in boating, and are much more
expensive than these three.
Glossary
Working Load Limit (WLL) of a chain is the maximum load in pounds that the chain should be
subjected to in normal use.
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The proo
of test strenggth is the loaad which thee chain is sub
bjected to as part of its qu
ol
uality contro
process. For Proof Co
oil chain, thee load amoun
nts to twice the working load limit
mate strengtth is how many pounds itt takes to bre
eak the chain
n. It is comm
monly 3 to 4 times the
The ultim
working load limit.
What Th
hey Do
Anchor rollers
r
provid
de a rolling surface
s
which
h makes it eaasier to drop
p and weigh aanchor witho
out
banging up your topsides. Ancho
or roller/mou
unts allow yo
ou to stow yo
our anchor cconveniently after
you weiggh it.
How Theey Work
Although
h they won'tt exactly haul the anchor line for you,, anchor rolleers make it eeasier for you to
weigh an
nchor by han
nd since you can place yo
our body where you can pull more effficiently. The
ey also
create a fair lead forr the anchor rode so thatt it does not chafe againsst your stem fitting or cho
ocks.
duces chafe as the nylon
n line stretches.
The rolling action red
m
cradle the ancho
or on the bow
w of the boat so that it iss always read
dy for deployyment (a
Anchor mounts
basic ten
net of good seamanship)
s
).They are prractically required when your boat is equipped with
w a
windlasss, since they guide the an
nchor rode to
o the windlass gypsy, and
d keep chain
n from gouging your
hull and deck, while securing thee anchor.
oats will com
mmonly be ab
ble to place anchor
a
mounts on their centerline,
c
ssince they haave no
Powerbo
headstayy to deal with. Sailboats, however, haave to deal with
w stem fittings, head sstays, furlingg drums,
bow pulpits, etc. This forces the mounts to be
b placed 4‐8
8" to the righ
ht (or left) of the head‐staay, and
may require some wooden
w
blockks to raise the mount abo
ove the toe rail.
r It should
d be parallel to the
centerlin
ne of the boaat, however, and aligned
d with the windlass gypsyy.
What to Look For
The follo
owing tips wiill make it eaasier to selecct the model best for you
u:
Anchor Rollers/Choc
R
cks:
Since theese devices don't
d
store anchors,
a
theyy can be used
d with almosst any combiination of an
nchors,
nylon rode and chain
n. All of them
m can handlee line up to 1"
1 in diameteer, and chain up to 3/8". Model
146340) and AR‐3 (#1535
593) are geneerally mountted on the bo
ow and havee 2 1/2" Marithane
AR‐2 (#1
rollers. For
F leading anchor rodes from the steern. Model DR‐1
D
(#16113
33) allows th
he boat to sw
wing
through a large arc without
w
chafe. With the bail
b open you can drop in
n one or morre lines, yet your
y
lines will be captive when
w
closed
d. Although more
m
of a mo
ooring chockk, we really like Windline's LC‐1
C
(#190
0785) becausse it is attracttive, holds
Locking Chock

d looks like you
y could haaul your boatt off a reef byy passing a liine through it.
the line securely, and
R
nts:
Anchor Rollers/Mou
If you haave a Bruce anchor.
a
Model BRM‐2 (our #317107) will handle sizes
from 2.2
2 to 16.5 lbs, while Modeel BRM‐3 (our #155143) will
w take anchors from 22
2 to 66 lbs. Model
M
BRM‐4 iss a special ro
oller designed for the Bru
uce 22, which
h it holds perfectly. As th
he anchor Is
weighed
d, it lodges seecurely again
nst the self‐aadjusting roller and the sttainless steeel frame. The
e
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smaller model
m
is for boats up to about 27; th
he BRM‐4 is for
f boats to 33', while the large mode
el would
work on any boat that might usee a Bruce 66.
v
of roller/mounts. Small
Owners of fluke‐typee and Fortresss | anchors can select frrom a wide variety
3) fit on the URM‐2 (#469
9742), which
h is 16" long to get
anchors (up to 13 lbss. steel, Fortress to FX‐23
h and has a 2 1/2" whe
eel. Anchors in the next ssize range (to
o 28 lbs.
the sharp flukes awaay from the hull
u the URM
M‐4 (#314880
0). It's 19" lon
ng for additio
onal hull cleaarance,
steel, or Fortress FX‐‐23) should use
6 lbs. and Fo
ortress to FX
X‐55) can usee the URM‐3
and has a 3" wheel. Large anchors (steel to 60
2 long and has a 3" wheeel. All three
e models havve a bail overr the roller to
o keep
(#171470) which is 26"
f
jumpin
ng off the roller.
the line from
Our favo
orite roller is the URM‐1 (#161125) which
w
has a sliding roller like
l the Brucce models. Th
his
allows itt to adjust an
nd hold anchors from CQ
QR (25‐45 lbs.), Delta (14‐‐35 lbs.) and fluke‐type anchors
(13‐60 lb
bsj.lt also feaatures a ball‐‐lok pin whicch can be rem
moved to allo
ow anchor ro
ode removal. CQR
and Deltta anchor ow
wners can usee the URM‐1
1, but some Delta
D
ownerss may find th
he URM‐3 orr 4 works
better fo
or their boat type. Make sure that the roller/mou
unt can supp
port the anch
hor far enouggh away
from thee hull to allow
w the point of
o the plow to
t clear the hull.
h
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